This paper is concerned with numerical algorithms for the bipolar quantum drift di usion model. For the thermal equilibrium case a quasi-gradient method minimizing the energy functional is introduced and strong convergence is proven. The computation of current{voltage characteristics is performed by means of an extended Gummel{iteration. It is shown that the involved xed point mapping is a contraction for small applied voltages. In this case the model equations are uniquely solvable and convergence of the proposed iteration scheme follows. Numerical simulations of a one dimensional resonant tunneling diode are presented. The computed current{voltage characteristics are in good qualitative agreement with experimental measurements. The appearance of negative di erential resistances is veri ed for the rst time in a Quantum Drift Di usion model. Acknowledgments.
Introduction
The performance of increasingly many ultra-small semiconductor devices relies on quantum mechanical phenomena. The incorporation of these quantum ef-fects is one of the major tasks of modern semiconductor device modeling. Especially the numerical veri cation of negative di erential resistance e ects (NDR) exhibited by resonant tunneling diodes (RTD) has gained considerable attention in the literature, see e.g. CCGJ95, Gar94, GK89, KKFR89, MIOYH86, GR98] .
The approaches range from microscopic to macroscopic models. At the most fundamental level there are microscopic quantum models such as Schr odingerPoisson or (kinetic) Wigner-Poisson systems MRS90]. It is meanwhile wellknown that these models give a fairly accurate account to quantum-dominated device behaviour MIOYH86, OIMYS86, Rin90, Rin92] .
>From an applicational point of view these approaches are not completely satisfactory. Firstly, the computation of macroscopic current{voltage characteristics is settled on the computation on microscopic quantities such as Schr odinger functions or Wigner functions. Hence, the simulation of realistic devices requires high computational costs. Secondly, the identi cation of the system's parameters and the incorporation of relaxation terms is di cult to perform. (Up to now it is not clear how to add relaxation terms to Schr odinger's equation.) Thirdly, quantum e ects play an important role only in small parts of the device (e.g. across hetero-junctions), i.e. there is some redundancy in the microscopic approach. Finally, the appropriate choice of boundary data is an open problem Pin98].
The macroscopic quantum models are settled on the density-functional theory (DFT). Based on the electron density rather than the density matrix as fundamental variable the DFT has been successfully employed in atomic, nuclear, molecular and solid state physics, see GD82] for a review. The core of DFT is the attempt to build a "classical" picture of quantum mechanics in terms of macroscopic variables. DFTs are essentially based on Madelung's transformation (published in 1926) of the Schr odinger equation into quantum uid-dynamical equations (c.f. LL85]). The corresponding models for semiconductors are usually referred to as quantum hydrodynamic models (QHD). QHDs consist in a hierarchy of coupled moment equations Gar94, GM97, GK89] which are supplemented with closure conditions GMR96]. Naturally, the more moment equations are considered the closer the model is to the microscopic approach. The price one has to pay is an increasingly cumbersome implementation and the speci cation of the moment's boundary conditions.
In this paper we shall be concerned with a rst-moment version of the QHD. Neglecting | as in the classical case | velocity's convection term one gets the quantum drift-di usion model (QDD) Anc87, AI89] . The advantage of this approach is threefold. Firstly, the model equations equal up to a quantum correction term the classical drift di usion model. Hence the computation of current{voltage characteristics can be carried out with comparably little e ort. A reduction of redundancy in regions where the device behaves "almost" classical can be expected. Secondly, there is a natural way to prescribe boundary conditions | at least in situations where the device's state is not "far away" from thermal equilibrium. Thirdly, for the QDD investigated here unipolar and bipolar versions are available. The bipolar version extends available QHDs and allows to incorporate generation{recombination e ects.
The scaled, stationary QDD stated on a bounded domain ?" 2 p n p n + log(n) + V + B n = F;
? " 2 p p p p + log(p) ? V + B p = G; div ( n n rF) = R(n; p) ? exp (F + G) ? 2 ; div ( p p rG) = R(n; p) ? exp (F + G) ? 2 ; ? 2 V = n ? p ? C dot :
(1)
The scaled physical parameters are the Planck constant ", the ratio of the e ective masses of electrons and holes and the mobilities n ; p of electrons and holes, respectively, and the Debye length . All these quantities are assumed to be positive constants, excluding especially eld dependent mobilities. The doping pro le C dot = C dot (x) (where x is the spatial variable ranging in ) representing a xed charge distribution and the non-negative quantum well potentials B n;p = B n;p (x) are assumed to be xed. Equation (1) includes generationrecombination processes of the form R(n; p) ? exp(F + G) ? 2 , where R : R 2 ! R and > 0. In thermal equilibrium there is no generation-recombination process. Hence, 2 = exp (F eq + G eq ), where F eq ; G eq are the (constant!) equilibrium values of the Quantum Quasi Fermi Levels, see BU98] . The model includes Shockley{Read{Hall and Auger generation-recombination processes but excludes generation through impact ionization Mar86].
In (1) the electron density n = n(x) 0, the hole density p = p(x) 0, the Quantum Quasi Fermi levels F = F(x); G = G(x) and the electrostatic potential V = V (x) are unknown. The current densities of electrons and holes are determined by the charge densities, the quantum quasi Fermi levels F; G and the mobilities: J n = n n rF; J p = ? p p rG: Let us brie y recall available analytical results. The thermal equilibrium version of (1) has been analyzed in PU95, Unt97] . The core of these investigations is the introduction of an energy functional E minimized in an appropriately chosen set of comparison functions. The minimizer of E constitutes the unique thermal equilibrium solution of (1). The full model equations (1),(3) were analyzed in BU98] (under mild assumptions on the data) where the existence of solutions was established. The proofs rely on a combination of approximations and xed point and minimization arguments.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the computation of the thermal equilibrium solution of (1). In Section 2.1 the model equations are re-formulated as a variational problem, i.e. E has to be minimized in a closed, convex subset C of a Hilbert space X. We prove a general Poincar e{type inequality which ensures that E is locally uniformly convex at its minimizer.
This suggests the employment of a projected gradient method to generate minimizing sequences. However, E is not Fr echet-di erentiable but only Gateâux di erentiable in directions ranging in a dense subset D, D 6 = X, of X. Hence, it is a priori not possible to de ne a gradient method. This topic is discussed in Section 2.2 for a general class of variational problems. The concept of a quasi{gradient is introduced and a projected quasi{gradient method is de ned. We show | under mild additional assumptions | the strong convergence of minimizing sequences generated by this algorithm. In Section 2.3 the projected quasi-gradient method is discretized by means of a Galerkin-like internal approximation. Based on the general results derived so far we prove convergence for a large class of approximations.
The thermal equilibrium quantities computed by the (discretized) projected quasi-gradient method of Subsection 2.4 are employed in Section 3 where the full model equations (1), (3) are investigated. In Subsection 3.1 various (mild) assumptions on the data are collected. In Subsection 3.2 a xed point map (modifying the argumentation of BU98]) is constructed. The equations are decoupled and become numerically more tractable. Their numerical treatment is performed by an extended Gummel{iteration Gum64], which has been intensively studied in connection with the classical drift di usion equations Ker86, Mar86] and is still successfully used in simulation codes for semiconductor devices. It is shown that the suggested xed point mapping is actually a contraction. Thus, the convergence of the iteration scheme essentially follows from Banach's xed point theorem. In Subsection 3.3 convergence properties of this method are investigated. We distinguish the cases of vanishing and non vanishing generation{recombination terms. In the former we prove contractivity of the xed point mapping for su ciently small values of the applied bias potential. This settles global convergence of the iteration scheme. In the latter we derive additional conditions (the Quantum Quasi Fermi Levels F; G have to be "close" to their equilibrium values F eq ; G eq ) to ensure that the mapping is still a contraction. In Subsection 3.4 numerical simulations of a one dimensional RTD are presented. The computed current{voltage characteristics (IVCs) show NDR for the rst time in a QDD model and are in good qualitative agreement with experimental measurements.
Computation of the thermal equilibrium state
The boundary conditions (3) involve the thermal equilibrium solution of (1) which is the minimizer of an energy functional E in a subset C of a Hilbert space X. Such minimizers are frequently computed by descent gradient algorithms, see e.g. Lue89] , for which various convergence results are available.
The assumptions on E vary from mild ones (which ensure convergence in a weak sense Sch91]) to stringent ones (which allow to estimate the rate of convergence Dun81]).
The functional E investigated here fails to be Gateâux-di erentiable. E is only "quasi-di erentiable". Roughly speaking the domain of E is "too small" to take directional derivatives in all directions of X. Hence E has no gradient. On the other hand E need not have a gradient to de ne a descent-gradient-like algorithm: If the linear Taylor expansion of E is available on C for "su ciently many" directions, then it will be possible to de ne the "quasi-gradient" of E. For energy functionals with quasi-gradients a "projected quasi-gradient method" can be de ned. By this method approximative minimizers are generated which converge (under additional assumptions not mentioned here) strongly to the minimizer of E in C.
The variational problem
The investigations of this subsection are based on the following assumptions:
A.1 
With the aid of lemma 4 we can prove Lemma 5. Assume A.1-A.3. Then E is uniformly convex at (n eq ; p eq ), i.e. 9 m > 0 8 (n; p) 2 C : E(n; p) ? E(n eq ; p eq ) m k(n; p) ? (n eq ; p eq )k 2 X :
The proof of lemma 5 is deferred to the appendix.
This uniform convexity of E at its minimizer makes it adviseful to choose a projected gradient method to generate minimizing sequences. However, E is de ned on a set with empty interior. Hence, E cannot be Fr echet di erentiable on X and it is not possible to de ne the projected gradient method. On the other hand E is Gateâux di erentiable in directions ranging in a dense subset of X. The proof of Lemma 6 can be found in the appendix.
Due to e) of Lemma 6 there is for all (n; p) 2 C a unique linear and bounded extension E(n; p) 2 X 0 of E 0 (n; p). We shall call this extension the "quasigradient of E at (n; p)". Concerning the mapping E : C ! X 0 we have the following regularity result whose proof is deferred to the appendix.
Lemma 7. Assume A.1-A.3. Then E is Lipschitz continuous on C.
As we shall immediately see, the properties of E derived so far are su cient to de ne a projected quasi-gradient method. The de nition of this method and its analysis is the content of the following subsection. We will prove the strong convergence of minimizing sequences generated by this algorithm and establish the respective convergence of a discretized version for a large class of approximations.
The projected quasi-gradient method
Let X be a Hilbert space with inner product < ; >. Let In the sequel we shall be concerned with the constrained minimization problem min c2C E(c):
Due to the assumptions imposed so far it follows from standard results (see, e.g. Str90] ) that E has a unique minimizerc in C. We additionally require V.9 E is uniformly convex atc, i.e. there exists an m > 0 such that for all c 2 C E(c) ? E(c) m kc ?ck 2 X :
Since C is closed and convex the projection
is well-de ned. (We recall that P(u) is the unique minimizer of the mapping k: ? uk X : C ! 0; 1); c 7 ! kc ? uk X .) We are now in the position to de ne the projected quasi-gradient method. and set c k+1 = P ? c k ? k E(c k ) . Remark 3. Equation (6) The proof of Theorem 8 is deferred to the appendix.
Internal Approximation
As in Subsection 2.2. let X be a Hilbert space with inner product < ; >. Let C; M be subsets of X where we assume D.0 C; M are convex subsets of X. C is closed. ; 6 = C M.
Assumption D.0 ensures that the projection P of X onto C is well-de ned.
To compute the minimizerc of E numerically we have to discretize Algorithm 1. For this purpose let, by a slight abuse of notation, (h) denote a sequence of positive discretization parameters tending to zero.
Firstly, we shall be concerned with discretizations of X h and C h of X and C, respectively. Let W X. We assume D.1 For all h: X h is a nite dimensional subspace of X. X h is equipped with The proof of Corollary 1 is deferred to the appendix.
Numerical results
We employ Algorithm 1 to compute the thermal equilibrium state of a GaAs{ AlGaAs double barrier structure. The device consists of a quantum well GaAs{ layer sandwiched between two Al x Ga 1?x As{layers, each 50 A thick. This resonant barrier structure is itself sandwiched between two spacer layers of GaAs, each also 50 A thick, and the whole channel lies in between the source and drain contact GaAs{layers of 250 A thickness, respectively (see Figure 1 ).
The contact layers are n + {doped with a doping density C dot = 10 24 m ?3 , while in the channel the doping is only C dot = 5 10 21 m ?3 . The barrier height B depends on the content of the content of aluminium, such that a low Al concentration implies a lower barrier height. As the equilibrium densities are crucial for the choice of`correct' boundary conditions for the non{equilibrium problem, we will present numerical results for di erent heights B. These give numerical evidence that there is almost no in uence of the barrier height B on the boundary values of the equilibrium densities. We assume m to be constant along the device and ignore the e ective jumps at the heterojunctions, although there are results giving evidence that their incorporation yields a higher accuracy of the device's current{voltage characteristics. This will be discussed more detailed in Section 3.5. The variables are scaled in the following way:
Here, C m denotes the maximal density of charged background ions and U T = k B T=q the thermal voltage. This scaling yields " 2 =~2 6 k B T m n L 2 ; 2 = U T q C m L 2 : To get a convergent internal approximation of H 1 (0; 1) we de ne X h as a space of linear nite elements with the canonical restriction R h . The veri cation of Assumptions D:0|D:15 is straight forward and omitted here. We used a grid with 300 points and the computations were done for piecewise constant doping pro le and barriers, but smoothing is possible and will improve the performance of the implemented code. The computed equilibrium densities can be found in Figure 2 , where we also plotted the doping density for reference. One veri es that the in uence of the barriers is only local in the resonant structure, such that the equilibrium densities ful ll the classical assumption of charge neutrality at the boundary (cf. Mar86]). For a detailed discussion of boundary values for ultra small devices see Pin98] . Figure 3 shows the built{in potential and the computed Quantum Quasi Fermi Level. Note that these two coinci! de at the boundary points, which will be essential for the derivation of boundary values for the non{equilibrium problem.
Computation of current{voltage characteristics
In Subsection 3.1 we collect some assumptions required for the following investigations. The iteration scheme for the computation of the current{voltage characteristics is formally introduced in Subsection 3.2. The algorithm relies on a decoupling strategy generalizing the Gummel{iteration for the classical drift di usion model. In Subsection 3.3 the well{posedness of the corresponding xed point mapping is proven. A convergence analysis distinguishing between A.3 B n ; B p ; C dot 2 L 1 ( ) and B n;p 0
We require some properties of the Dirichlet-and Neumann-boundary of . The function R arising in the generation-recombination term is assumed to satisfy A.6 R 2 C(R 2 ) is non-negative and Lipschitz{continuous on closed intervals of (0; 1) 2 Theorem 12. Assume A.1-A.9. Then the system (1), (9) possesses a solution (n; p; V; F; G) 2 X 5 .
The Decoupling Algorithm
We introduce a decoupling algorithm for problem (1), (9). This algorithm relies on a xed point iteration decoupling the current equations from the rest of the system. In each iteration step two semi linear elliptic systems are solved.
We formally introduce the xed-point-mapping T. Let Algorithm 3. 
subject to the boundary conditions (9b) for (F 1 ; G 1 ).
Clearly, every xed point of T is a solution of the original problem (1) with boundary conditions (9). >From the numerical point of view it is advantageous not to deal with a coupled system of ve semi linear elliptic equations, but with two much more tractable problems: System (10) is similar to the thermal equilibrium problem Unt97], which has been intensively investigated and system (11) ts into the theory of monotone operators Zei90]. Indeed, there are other possible decoupling strategies which result in even numerically more tractable iteration schemes, but a convergence analysis would be more involved.
Well{posedness of T and Algorithm 3
In the sequel several positive constants will be denoted as K. These constants will eventually depend | amongst others | on data which are assumed to be xed. For the sake of a smoother presentation we shorthand these data as 
The proof of Lemma 13 is deferred to the appendix. b) There exists a constant = (D) 2 (0; 1) such that for all (F; G) 2 C: The unique solution (n ; p ; V ) = (S 1 (F; G); S V (F; G)) of (13),(9a) satis es n ; p 1= ;
c) There exists a constant K = K(D; s) 2 (0; 1) such that for all (F; G); (F 1 ; G 1 ) 2 C:
where (n ; p ) = S 1 (F; G) and (n 1 ; p 1 ) = S 1 (F 1 ; G 1 ).
The proof of Theorem 14 (which is deferred to the appendix) heavily relies on the fact that S 1 is Lipschitz{continuous, see c). S 1 (C) ! (F eq + V ext ; G eq ? V ext ) + (V V) (n; p) 7 ! S 2 (n; p); such that for all (n; p) 2 S 1 (C): The pair S 2 (n; p) is the unique solution of (16),(9b). b) For all (n; p) 2 S 1 (C): The unique solution (F ; G ) = S 2 (n; p) of (16) 
The proof of Theorem 15 is deferred to the appendix.
We set T := S 2 S 1 . Then T is due to Theorem 14 and Theorem 15
well{posed. Furthermore, due to the bounds (17) the operator T maps C into itself. Thus, Algorithm 3 de nes a recursion formula: Choose (F 0 ; G 0 ) 2 C. For k 2 N 0 let (n k+1 ; p k+1 ; V k+1 ) := (S 1 (F k ; G k ); S V (F k ; G k ));
(F k+1 ; G k+1 ) := S 2 (n k+1 ; p k+1 ):
3. a) There exists a unique solution (n ; p ; V ; F ; G ) of (1), (3).
c) (n k ; p k ; V k ; F k ; G k ) converges to (n ; p ; V ; F ; G ) strongly in (L s ( )) 2 (H 1 ( )) 3 as k ! 1. a) There exists a unique solution (n ; p ; V ; F ; G ) of (1), (3).
c) (n k ; p k ; V k ; F k ; G k ) converges to (n ; p ; V ; F ; G ) strongly in (L s ( )) 2 (H 1 ( )) 3 as k ! 1.
Numerical simulations of a resonant tunneling diode
In this subsection we employ the generalized Gummel{iteration de ned by Algorithm 3 to compute the stationary current{voltage characteristic (IVC) of the resonant tunneling diode depicted in Figure 1 . For the calculations we supplement (8) with the following boundary conditions which are in agreement with the boundary data for the computed equilibrium densities (see Section 2.4): Assuming charge neutrality at the contacts gives rise to
As we have V eq (0) = V eq (L) = F eq we might choose without loss of generality V eq = F eq = 0 on @ , since the system (8) does not change if one replaces V and F by V + and F + , respectively, for some 2 R. This yields
where U is the applied biasing voltage. This set of boundary conditions can also be motivated physically by employing the assumption of vanishing quantum e ects at the boundary J un97].
The values of the physical constants and parameters can be found in Section 2.4.. Furthermore, we assumed an e ective electron mass m = 0:126 m 0 , which correspond to a relaxation time = 0:18 ps. The barrier height is assumed to be B = 0:3 eV, which is 65 % of the band gap.
For the numerical simulations we discretized system (8) using linear nite elements and decoupled the equations according to Algorithm 3. To compute the solution of the rst step of Algorithm 3 we employed a Newton{iteration, since we control the linearization of the considered system due to Theorem 14. The second step was computed by standard techniques for linear elliptic equations. As expected the algorithm did behave very well for small voltages, in this special case up to 0:2 V, which could be even increased due to the usage of voltage continuation, i.e. the voltage was incremented and in each step the previous solutions was used as an initial guess for the iteration.
Again, the computations were done for piecewise constant doping pro le and barrier, but smoothing is possible and will improve the performance of the implemented code. The computations were done on a grid with 300 points.
The IVC depicted in Figure 4 has a prominent region of negative di erential resistance and the peak to valley ratio is approximately 1.5:1. This is less than experimental values for similar devices MIOYH86, OIMYS86] and also the voltage at which the peak is observed (here 0.16 V) is lower than measured ones. But there are so many e ects in uencing the IVC, such as series resistance and contact resistance MIOYH86], which we did not include in our model. Furthermore, these values are very sensitive to other parameters, as the barrier height and width, the e ective electron mass or the relaxation time. The same holds for the peak current density, which strongly depends on the mobility of electrons, as can be seen from (8b) and which we assumed to be constant along Despite this quantitative deviations from experimental results, the QDD model is capable of predicting other e ects of RTD structures. Figure 5 shows the computed electron densities in the device just for the applied voltages where the peak and the valley occur in the IVC. It illustrates the high concentration of electrons (more than two orders of magnitude higher than the background doping density) in the quantum well, which is typical for RTD structures and can also be seen in other QHD simulations Gar94, GK89] . Note that concentration of electrons in the quantum well increases for increasing biasing voltages U.
The computed conduction{band energies V + B can be found in Figure 6 , showing clearly the e ect of band bending near the resonant barrier, which decreases the e ective voltage applied to the barrier.
Furthermore, we present the carrier velocities J=(q n) in Figure 7 , where additionally the barriers are indicated as vertical lines. The electrons are almost six orders of magnitude faster in the barriers than in the quantum well. Note that the lowest velocity in the quantum well occurs exactly when the valley current is owing. We observe that F maps S into R + f0; 1g and F 6 1. Since (4) is homogeneous with respect to it su ces to prove: There exists a K 2 (0; 1) | which naturally depends on ; u; | such that (19) we can assume without loss of generality that kf n k H 1 ( ) is uniformly bounded. Thus there exists a subsequence { again denoted by (f n ) n2N { such that f n * f weakly in H 1 ( ) and f n ! f strongly in L 2 ( ) as n ! 1. Due to sequentially lower semi continuity we have The right-hand side of this inequality tends to 0 as n ! 1. Contradiction.
Lemma 5:
Proof. A straight-forward calculation gives E (n eq ; p eq ) E n + n eq 2 ; p + p eq 2 1 2 E (n; p) + 1 2 E (n eq ; p eq ) ? " 2 4 Z " jn eq rn ? nrn eq j 2 n n eq (n + n eq ) + jp eq rp ? prp eq j 2 p p eq (p + p eq ) # dx E (n; p) ? " 2 4 K 2 Z " n 2 eq r n ? n eq n eq 2 + p 2 eq r p ? p eq p eq 2 # dx >From Lemma 4 and Poincar e's inequality Ada75] we obtain the existence of constants ; 1 > 0 such that for all (n; p) 2 C: E(n; p) ? E(n eq ; p eq ) 1 kr(n ? n eq )k 2 L 2 ( ) + kr(p ? p eq )k 2 L 2 ( ) k(n; p) ? (n eq ; p eq )k 2 X :
Lemma 6: Proof. a), b) and c) are obvious and d) can be derived after some cumbersome calculations. Concerning e) we immediately obtain the linearity of the mapping (' 1 ; ' 2 ) 7 ! E 0 (n; p) ' 1 ; ' 2 ]. We estimate E 0 (n; p) ' 1 ; ' 2 ] 1
4 (K; K; B n ; B p ; ) k'k X ; for some constants i 2 (0; 1), i = 1; : : : ; 4, where we have used H older's inequality, standard results from the theory of elliptic PDE's and Sobolev's embedding theorems. Hence E 0 (n; p) is bounded for all (n; p) 2 C.
Lemma 7:
Proof. Let (n 1 ; p 1 ); (n 2 ; p 2 ) 2 C. We are only estimating the terms involving n 1 and n 2 since the others can be handled in analogy. Standard ellipticity results
GT83] imply
Using the mean value theorem we get the following estimates: 
Now we are able to show the convergence of Algorithm 1. We set E k := E ? c k .
Notice that we have Step 1: We wish to prove that the sequence (P h u) is bounded for all u 2 X. We observe that due to P h (P u) 2 C h , ku ? P h uk X ku ? P h (P u)k X kuk X + kP h (P u) ? Puk X + kPuk X ;
and the middle term of the left-hand side of this inequality is uniformly bounded due to Pu 2 C and assumption D.5.
Step 2: We wish to prove that 
for all u 2 X. As shown in
Step 1 the sequence (P h u) is uniformly bounded. It follows from D.6 that lim h!0 kP(P h u)?P h uk X = 0. We furthermore have ku? Puk X ku ? P h uk X + kP(P h u) ? P h uk X . Hence ku ? Puk X lim inf h!0 ku ? P h uk X . On the other hand we have ku?P h uk X ku?P h (P u)k X and therefore ku?P h uk X ku?Puk X +kP u?P h (P u)k X , where due to D.5 the second term of this inequality tends to 0 as h ! 0. This gives ku?Puk X lim sup h!0 ku? P h uk X .
Step 3: It su ces to prove that P h u ? u ! Pu ? u strongly in X as h ! 0. By Step 2 and due to the strict convexity of X it su ces to prove that P h u ? u * Pu ? u weakly in X as h ! 0. Let (h 0 ) be a subsequence of (h).
Since (P h 0 u) is bounded (Step 1) we may extract a subsequence (P h 00 u), such that P h 00 u * c weakly in X as h ! 0. As already shown in a) we have c 2 C.
Using the weak sequentially lower semi continuity of the norm and Step 2 we get kc ? uk X lim inf h 00 !0 kP h 00 u ? uk X = kPu ? uk X and therefore c = Pu, which is independent of the choice of the subsequence (h 0 We will now prove (15) and thus show the uniqueness of the solution. Let (F; G); (F 1 ; G 1 ) 2 C and let (n ; p ; V ); (n 1 ; p 1 ; V 1 ) 2 (n D ; p D ; V eq +V ext )+(V V V) be any respective solutions of (13), (9a c) The stated convergence property of (F k ; G k ) k2N follows from b). The respective convergence property of (n k ; p k ) k2N follows from the convergence of (F k ; G k ) k2N and (15). This convergence of (n k ; p k ) k2N also ensures the stated convergence of (V k ) k2N .
